
Subject: Matrix Revolutions
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View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Mmmm...Just bought Reloaded, watching it again now 

It's the fourth time I've seen it, I (only) got to see it thrice in the theatre. 

Some things worthy of noting (in the order they happen in the movie):

Spoilers El Grande Mucho Magna Summa

1. After Neo fights the first agents in the movie and Agent Smith walks in, he says "That went as
expected. Yes, it's happening exactly as before...Well, not exactly."

2. There's one hundred years between when the first people of Zion were freed (Not for the first
time, though...) and the time of Reloaded. This is something that I think doesn't click, though...The
councilor in Reloaded has to be about 60-70, and therefore either his parents or grandparents
were one of the ones originally chosen by the previous One to restart Zion...that can't be so far out
of recent memory, can it? It's 2003, and the oldest man in America just died at 115. That means
he was 12 in 1900...

3. The reason Smith controls Bane's body in the real world is because after taking over Bane's
body in the Matrix, the phone rings and Smith picks it up. Since it was originally intended for Bane,
Smith is delivered to Bane's body in the real world.

4. Perhaps it's the power of suggestion, the lighting or an intentional effect by the Wachowski's,
but Bane even looks like Smith when we see him in the shadows right before he starts following
Neo. He also makes special emphasis on "We'll see you.". Speaking for Zion, or speaking for all
the Smiths? 

5. Before Neo meets Merovingian, we see someone being escorted away and he looks at Neo...I
can't tell who he is, but it has to be someone of some importance.
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